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THE PASTURE*
I'm going out to clean the pasture spring:
I'll onl:; stop to rake the leaves away
(And wait to watch the water clear, I may):
I shan't be gone long. — You come too.
I'm going out to fetch the little calf
That's standing by the mother. It's so young.
It totters when she licks it with her tongue.
I shan't be gone long. — You come too.
Frost, Robert, North of Boston, New York Henry Holt Co
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INTRODUCTION
My purpose in writing this thesis is to show Robert
Frost's use of nature, his attitude toward human nature, and
his treatment of the two in friendly conflict throughout his
poetry; to show any changes in his attitude toward these two
predominating elements, and by such a study to come to some
conclusion regarding the relative importance of the two.
The method that I will use will be first devoting a
chapter to the poet and his characteristics as seen through
the various criticisms that have been written about him.
This will serve more or less as a background for the ensuing
chapters; it will introduce the poet and his work, and thus
make the main body of the thesis more intelligible. The rest
of the thesis will be divided into three chapters on (1)
Frost's use of nature, (2) his use of humanity, and (3) his
interaction between the two. Each of these chapters will have
a general summary of Frost's use of the specific element under
discussion and then illustrations of it from his six volumes!
A Boy' s Will , North of Boston , Mountain Interval , New Hamp-
shire , West Running Brook , and A Further "Range .
In order to avoid danger of quoting too frequently from
critical sources, I am going to use secondary source material
only in the first chapter. The second, third, and fourth
chapters will be almost entirely taken from primary sources,
which, of course, are Frost's volumes of poetry, themselves,
-
with quotations from them to back up my theories. At any
rate, not a great deal of detailed critical material has "been
written about Frost's poetry. Of course there is a chapter
devoted to him in every book concerning modern American
poetry, but these chapters are quite general, with specific
remarks about his classic poems, such as "Mending Wall," and
"The Death of the Hired Man." Also, many of these books were
written before the major part of Frost's works were published,
such as Amy Lowell's Tendencies in Modern American Poetry .
This is also true of the articles of criticism from various
periodicals, the best of which have been compiled into one
book, Recognition of Robert Frost , edited by Richard Thornton.
Therefore, in view of the fact that the material that I
am to work with is not a part of the past, that it is not
material that has been hacked apart by the scholars, and by
such placed into its own little pigeonhole as yet, I have
chosen to read and interpret Frost's poetry without being
helped or possibly hindered by the critics.

Chapter I
THE POET
Robert Frost has been called the Interpreter of New
England, but In a truer sense, he is really the interpreter
of nature and humanity as a whole, not just the poetic voice
of the New England people and their environment. His poetry
shows why this is true. It shows that he is a close observer
of both nature and people, and as such he portrays their
fundamental elements which exalt them to the universal, but
at the same time never take them out of their ordinary set-
ting. Maybe it is because of this, because his poetry is
really so basic and fundamental, that most people can't
accept it as it is, that they have to go searching deeper
and deeper into every word, period, and comma in order to
reconstruct some deep philosophy of life, some hidden
meaning. His poetry is possibly too sane, too clear, to be
understood. Critics are always trying to read too much into
his poetry; for instance, the classic example of "Mending
Wall," which is a simple, sympathetic satire against a
builder of walls:
"Something there is that doesn't love a wall." 1 *
Untermeyer reads into this something that Frost never dreamed
of, the nationalist vs. the internationalist. But on the
Tl Frost , Robert , Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Mending WallT" PTT7.
-
other hand there is a danger in taking some poetry at its
face value in that there might be something left unsaid for
the reader to supply, but with Frost you really don't have
far to go to find it if such is the case, because he doesn't
write to mystify the reader, to baffle people by abstruse
wording and phrasing. He writes of life as he sees it drift
slowly by. By this I mean that he never does anything in a
hurry. He doesn't skim a landscape, or take a quick look
or two at life. Rather, he looks carefully at anything and
everything; he looks into "the crater of the ant,"^" and
knows where to find "cyprepedium reginae."'^ He likes
people and portrays them minutely. Because of his close
observations, he is pretty sure of what he writes about,
never writing hastily or rashly; but after musing for a
while in his slow and almost lazy manner, he sets down his
records of nature and humanity, for he is only the recording
instrument of the two, never forcing them one way or the
other in basic thought. He is the constant polisher of his
lines even to the point of hoarding his poems until he thinks
they are just right for print, for he prefers to write well.
This can surely be seen in his smooth running verse, his
friendly conversational tone.
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems ; New York, Halcyon
House; 1939; "The Vantage Point;" P. 24.
2. Ibid. "The Self-Seeker;" P. 120
•
Regarding the content and metrics of his poetry, he
writes lyrics, fantasies, and character portrayals: lyrics
on nature - "Wind and Window Flower," confessional lyrics of
emotion - "Storm Fear," long narratives, poems of people -
"Death of the Hired Man," and poems showing human reaction
to nature's processes - "Mending Wall." He always uses
meter, but a very flexible meter. His poetry sounds like
conversation and is conversational, yet it is poetic at the
same time. It has a friendly, lazy tone, sometimes filled
with colloquialisms by which Frost has chosen to represent
the New Englander, rather than by dialect. Some of his
poetry has been called go-as-you-please blank verse, a
phrase which might easily be applied to all of his poetry,
his attitude, and his entire life, for Frost's life has been
just that. He has ^one along in life as he pleased. He
tried several things such as college, farming, teaching,
with no particular success in them; but nothing like that
bothers him. He just accepts things as they come, and lets
life go on about him as it pleases.
Most of the criticisms of i'rost are somewhat alike in
that they skim his works, taking the cream off the top, you
might say. -^hey are usually general commentaries on his
classic poems, such as "Mending Wall," "Death of the Hired
Man." But I will limit my discussion of his critics to
four or five who do otherwise, or at least who express
something new, spectacular, or ridiculous about him. To
•
begin with, I think that some of Mr. Frost 's own definitions
if poetry would be in order, thereby making clearer and nore
understandable what other people say about his poetry by
seeing what he has tried to do.
First of all, Frost is a realist. "The fact is the
sweetest dream that labor knows. "^ But he is a selective
realist, never a photographic realist, for as he once said:
"There are two types of realists— the
one who offers a good deal of dirt with his
potato to show that it is a real one; and
the one who is satisfied with the potato
brushed clean. I'm inclined to be the
second kind. ... To me, the thing that
art does for life is to clean it, to strip
it to form." 2
A logical reason for Frost's seemingly reticent nature
in his poetry, a possible explanation of his well chosen,
sometimes terse statements is seen in the following quotation:
"Sometimes I have my doubts of words
altogether, and I ask myself what is the
place of them. They are worse than nothing
unless they do something; unless they amount
to deeds, as in ultimatums or battle-cries.
They must be flat and final like the show-
down in poker, from which there is no appeal.
My definition of poetry (if I were forced to
give one) would be this: words that have
become deeds. "3
1. Frost, Robert. Collected Poems , New York, Halcyon
House, 1939. "Mowing," P7~"25
2. Lowell, Amy, Robert Frost : The Man, New York,
Henry Holt Co., N. D.
,
(Pam.
)
3. Ibid.

Also his defense of his conversational tone; "All poetry is
a reproduction of the tones of actual speech."^ And lastly:
"A poem begins with a lump in the throat;
a homesickness or a love-sickness. It is a
reaching-out toward expression; an effort
to find fulfilment. A complete poem is one
where an emotion has found its thought and
the thought has found the words. "2
With these typically Prostian phrases in mind, a good
summary of his poetry, we can judge more easily the worth
of the criticisms to follow. In this discussion, Louis
Untermeyer, Amy Lowell, Sidney Cox, Gorham B. Munson, James
S. Wilson, and Alfred Kreymborg will appear in that order.
Louis Untermeyer uses little restraint In his expression
of the quality of Frost's poetry. He refutes those who find
faults in Frost by dismissing them with dramatic and comple-
mentary bombasts. He answers the idea that Frost suffers
from exclusiveness by saying that, "His is not an indis-
criminately inclusive passion like Whitman's, but Frost
loves what he loves with a fierce attachment."3 He classi-
fies Frost's love of nature not like Wordsworth's as most
people do, but goes further and says, "His devotion to the
intimacies of earth is, even more than Wordsworth's, rich,
almost Inordinate in its fidelity. "4 Untermeyer also rejects
the statement about Frost's almost "colorless reticence, his
1. Lowell, Amy, Robert Frost: The Man , New York,
Henry Holt, Co., N.B. (Pam.)
2. Ibid.
3. Untermeyer, Louis, Modern American Poetry
, New York,
Harcourt Brace Co., 1936. P. 211.
4. Ibid. P. 211.
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preference for black and white,"! in saying very definitely:
"No volumes have ever been less black
and white, no poetry so delicately shaded--
Frost's poems are only superficially reti-
cent: actually they are profound and
personal revelations . "2
Ee seems to think that Frost has a "genius for suggestive
understatement , "3 which more or less ties up with the poet's
own idea that "words must be flat and final, like the show-
down in poker. "4 Frost says what he has to say and gets it
over with, in well-chosen phrases, the result being that he
is accused of reticence.
To those who called North of Boston grim, Untermeyer
offers the following:
"But Frost was by no means the dark
naturalist that many suspected. Behind
the mask of "grimness" which many critics
fastened on him, there is a continual
elfin pucker; a whimsical smile, a half-
disclosed raillery glints beneath his most
somber monologues."*
But Mr. Untermeyer doesn't stop at merely correcting false
impressions of Frost. He goes further, and also sees
Mr. Frost as inspired by a Vergilian spirit and calls him
one of the three great pastoral poets of all time, one of
his typical overstatements, although there is something to
be said for Frost on that score.
1 .Untermeyer
,
Louis, Modern American Poetry, New York,
Earcourt Brace Co., 1936. P. 211.
2. Ibid. P. 211.
3. Ibid. P. 211
4. Lowell, Amy, Robert Frost: The Man, New York, Eenry
Eolt Co., N.D., (Pam.)
5 .Untermeyer
,
Louis, Modern American Poetry, New York,
Earcourt Brace Co., 1936. P. 211
<
9.
So far, Untermeyer seems to go all the way and is
extremely unrestrained in his appreciation of Frost, but he
goes too far. He reads a great deal more in Frost than is
there. He sees Frost's "concrete facts" 1 as "symbols of
spiritual values. "2 He tries to make something political
out of "Mending Wall," and misses the point entirely. But
one thing, wherein he is somewhat sane is when he says that
Frost never changes, but is just surer of things as he goes
along, and he considers these lines the best summary ever
written of Frost:
"They would not find me changed from him they knew,
"Only more sure of what I thought was true."^
Another contemporary critic of Frost was Amy Lowell, a
well-known poet in her own right, who also wrote about the
poetry and the poets of the age in which she, herself, was
active. In her book, Tendencies in Modern American Poetr;y,
which is out-moded as far as criticism is concerned, but
which is interesting in a discussion of this sort, she seems
to have the same idea of Frost as a pastoral poet that
Untermeyer has. She says that his is the only true bucolic
poetry being written in this day, that his poems are not
mock bucolics but are true pastorals of the hill country in
which he spends his life. At another point she says, "Real
1. Untermeyer, Louis, Modern American Poetry, New York,
Harcourt Brace Go., 1936, P. 212
2. Ibid. P. 212
3. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems, New York, Halcyon
House, 1939. "into My Own," P. 5

pastorals, not artificial bucolics, racy with current speech,
tanged of the soil. . . . Robert Frost was digging poetry
with every shovelful She too believed that Frost is New
England, as she put it, but she was also conscious of the
fact that there was something more than just New England to
Frost's poetry as revealed in this quotation:
"Mr. Frost writes almost as a man
under a spell. As though he were the
mouthpiece of something beyond himself,
only conscious of the necessity of stating
what is in him. 11
There is throughout the entire book an undercurrent of his
own lines:
11
.... I am overtired
"Of the great harvest I myself desired,"^
Miss Lowell, like Mr. Untermeyer, sets forth the idea that
there is never anything new in Frost, merely a strengthening
of what was there previously when she says,
"One would like to write at great length
about this book(Mountain Interval). But,
after all, what is there new to say? Mr,
Frost is not an author of experiments and
surprises. He writes as he has written, but
his touch grows surer and more personal with
each volume. "3
But she struck one false note in her discussion of Frost. She
said, "Mr. Frost is a kindly and genial poet, but he is never
whimsical or quaint." 4 Whimsy runs through all of Frost's
T~' Lowell, Amy, Tendencies in Modern American Poetry
,
New York, MacMillan Co., 1*517, P.~"§4 - §6.
2. Ibid. P. 108
3. Ibid. P. 132
4. Ibid. P. 125

poetry; it is one of his main characteristics and it is
surprising that Miss Lowell, who had a great deal of experi-
ence in writing poetry herself should miss this dominant
quality of Frost. And yet she did quite well, considering
that when she wrote this, she had not seen half of his works
which were published in later years.
Sidney Cox wrote a little hook, called Robert Frost , the
Original Ordinary Man , in which he attempted to analyze the
poet and his work. He got his title from the fact that Frost
once said, n I guess I must be just an ordinary man." ^ Cox,
however, does not think that the word "ordinary" is parti-
cularly descriptive of a man as great as Frost. And yet that
is just what he is in his poetry, and it is always the ordi-
nary man that he so vividly portrays, consciously or possibly
unconsciously representing all humanity. Cox sets forth the
thesis that Frost comes close to being all kinds of a person
with the exception, of course, of "slave, tyrant, deceiver,
and easy mark," 2 and recalling what Frost once said to him
in this vein, "it's well to have all kinds of feelings; for
this is all kinds of a world." 3 He says,
"An ordinary man is one whose imagi-
nation and character result from the con-
stant impact of the irrestible force of
desire against the immovable object ne-
cessity, the impact of feeling against
TI Cox, Sidney, Robert Frost
,
Original Ordinary Man
,
New York, Henry Holt Co., 1925":
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
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"reason, and the impact of faith against
fact. That is, if Robert Frost can be a
sample, and a sample is really what he is,
and that is why he speaks to and for all
men."^-
As for Frost's treatment of and love of nature, Cox says
quite truly,
"He knows things by the feel ana the
smell, watches motions of calves and colts
and bears and deer. He 'has a way' with
flowers ana baby birds in exposed nests,
as well as people. But he never talks of
loving nature. He has been too much *a
plain New Hampshire farmer' not to have
experienced beyond forgetting how much
our relations with her are a warfare. "^
Then Cox goes on with a statement that one would naturally
expect about Frost's works. He goes on to say that "usually
there are people in his nature poems, and some kind of inter-
action."^ But I would expect this statement to be worded in
reverse. I would say that usually there is some nature in
Frost's poems about people. For Frost uses nature as a back-
ground for his characters and not so much vice-versa. True,
Frost writes about nature and he writes about people, and I
would say that his poetry is a mixture of the two elements,
nature and humanity, but that the dominating element is by all
means humanity with the backdrop of nature used as sort of a
silhouetting device whereby his people become more alive and
true to life and stand forth as living characters. I would
1. Cox, Sidney, Robert Frost ; Original Ordinary Kan
New York, Henry Holt Co., 1929~7
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
i»
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not say that the nature element in Frost is by any means
minor. It is Frost; and Frost would not be Frost without it;
but to say that he uses people in his nature poems seems to
imply that his people are just brought in as an after thought,
which is decidedly false. Frost loves nature; he loves people.
His poetry therefore combines the two, with an emphasis on
people, who are set off by his use of nature.
Nevertheless, Cox goes on to redeem himself by saying
that Frost "is encouraging to other people because he finds
that he wants 'life to go on living,' and 'nothing tells me
that I need to learn to let go with the heart.'""1"
In 1937, Richard Thornton brought out a book entitled
Recognition of Robert Frost , in which he gathered together
the more interesting and more important articles written
about Frost since his rise to fame. Many of these essays are
written by people who knew Frost well in the early part 1 of
his career, and who seem to have some sort of understanding
of his relative importance in the lineup of contemporary
American poets.
From this I have chosen an essay by G. B. Munson, in which
he calls Frost the "purest classical poet of America today--
a classicism evolved in the simplified world of the New England
farmer."^ Like. others, Munson emphasizes Frost's close ob-
servation of nature and people, ana he feels that Frost is
T~0 Gox, Sidney, Robert Frost : Original Ordinary Man
,
New York, Henry Holt Co., 1929.
2. Thornton, Richard, Recognition of Robert Frost
,
New York. Henry Holt Go.. 1957. P. 197 - 159.

14.
not didactic and accomplishes universal significance without
preaching. He also finds in Frost's works sort of a line of
demarcation between nature and man--but says that Frost
doesn't give the idea that nature is a vicious "antagonist,"
but always a "fair opponent." Munson emphasizes Frost as
being a "poet of the customary in man and nature, poet of
common sense—never extreme in any way--a poet of good sense
and fine sensibility ." 1 In his summation of Frost he quotes
from Goethe,
"The poetry of a true real natural
vision of life demands descriptive powers
of the highest degree, rendering a poet's
picture so life-like that they become
actualities to every reader. "2
Mr. J. S. Wilson, in his essay "in Human Terms," seems
to be able to write briefly and pointedly about Frost. He
thinks quite logically that the first thing the reader feels
is Frost's humanity- -"his cool, sane, human interest. "3 He
feels also that Frost is the most American poet, and yet
"universalizes everything he touches." 4 He seems interested
only in particulars, but the particular is for him the uni-
versal. "^ This statement ties up with practically every
criticism of Frost to the effect that there is more to Frost
than just New England and its people. Wilson also points out
that Frost has such a deep love of nature that he never paints
1. Thornton, Richard, Recognition of Robert Frost,
New York, Henry Holt Co., 193V, P. 202 - 206.
2. Ibid. P. 206.
3. Ibid. P. 238.
4. Ibid. P. 241.
5. Ibid. P. 241.
(
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just pretty pictures or "tries to read into it an animism
that he does not find.""*" Yet he sees it all through the eye of
human nature, and his subjects are chosen for something more
than picturesqueness . His characters are vital and are re-
membered more as living people, rather than just fictitious
characters. Thus Wilson sums up Frost in a few sentences:
"If Frost is one of the most philosophic
of poets, it is still beside the point to try
to formulate his philosophy. His is a phi-
losophy of common sense--a combination of the
philosopher and the practical man of wisdom."^
Alfred Kremborg, in his book, Our Singing Strength , the
title of which is taken from one of Frost's poems, makes
Frost out to be a Yankee poet. He says, "I go nowhere on
purpose— I just happen by," is the keynote of Frost's nature,
and calls his blank verse "casual, democratic, and Yankee."^
He says that Frost is never didactic because "he has a know-
ledge of his people, of all people, and a thorough knowledge
5
of himself. ... He rarely tells a story; lets it tell itself.'
Kremborg also refutes those who find Frost grim, as so many
do, for he says that Frost loves the nature and people of
New England too much to be pessimistic about them.
Thus we have a cross-section of the main critics of
Frost, with Untermeyer and Lowell emphasizing his pastoralism,
Tl Thornton, Kichard, Recognition of Robert Frost
,
New York, Henry Holt Co., 1937, P. 239.
2. Ibid. P. 24.
3. iCremborg, Alfred, Our Singing Strength , New York,
Coward-McCann, Inc., 1929,.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.

Cox's "ordinary man" theory, Wilson 1 s American, Kremborg's
Yankee, and Munson's classical ideas covering their underlying
theme of Frost's universality. With these in mind we can turn
to Frost's poetry itself, and find from it his own thoughts
on nature and human nature in detail.

Chapter II
HIS TREATMENT OF NATURE
Most people think that Nature and Frost are synonymous,
that is, that Nature is the only element in his poetry. It
is true, of course, that Nature is used in almost all of his
poetry, but I would not say that it is the most important,
although on the surface it appears that it is the most-used
element in Frost. The questions in order then would he;
what is his attitude toward Nature, what forms of Nature does
he use, and where do they come from?
To be brief, Robert Frost is most familiar with rural
New England, and it is the Nature of this section that he so
aptly portrays in his poetry. He is a close observer of
Nature, which is shown in his detailed descriptions of
minute parts of it, parts which he chooses to represent as a
whole, for he would rather be called a synechodist above all
else, as he once said. He has a deep love of Nature, but
he never sings the praises of Nature nor shouts it to the
roof tops. He merely records what he sees in his quiet,
modest way, never reading into it more than that which
appears to his human eye. But always he portrays Nature in
a kindly light, never seeming to see in it anything cruel,
even though throughout his poetry he gives sort of a feeling
rivalry of Nature against man, which will be discussed more

fully in a future chapter. His descriptions have a tendency
to be earthy and of the soil. Ee "smells the earth--the
bruised plant, but on the other hand, he sometimes reaches
high aesthetic peaks in some of his rural character sketches.
"I'll sit and see if that small sailing cloud will hit or miss
the moon," 2 or, "Part of the moon was falling down in the
west, dragging the whole sky with it to the hills . ^
Frost uses nature to some degree in almost all of his
poetry, in his lyrics, his fantasies, and in his narratives,
short or long. In his lyrics and fantasies you can see his
genuine love of nature in all forms, all seasons, in all
details. This is not thrown at you, however. It is engendered
in the atmosphere that his poetry creates, which he seems to
prefer to the ejaculatory type of expressing the joys in
Nature and the ectasies thereof. He just states what he sees
(almost a glorification of the common place) in his lazy,
whimsical way, mostly the impressions that New England scenery
has made on him, not just pretty pictures, but scenes with
the tang of the soil in them or the scent of wild flowers,
of fruit, or newly mown hay.
One of his favorite themes seems to be the seasons of the
year, all of which he portrays with equal feeling, finding
the drabness of November, for example, equal to the beauties
1
.
Prost
,
Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "The Vantage Point;" P. 24.
2. Ibid. P. 52
3. Ibid. P. 54.
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of springtime when he says, "Not yesterday I learned to know
the love of bare November days," 1 and of spring, in contrast.
"Oh, give us pleasure in the Flowers today,
"And give us not to think so far away
"As the uncertain harvest; keep us here
"All simply in the springing of the year."
At another place he calls on the thawing wind to:
"Give the buried flower a dreim;
"Make the settled snow bank steam
^
"Find the brown beneath the white."
He also loves to get out into a rain storm and:
"Oh, come forth into the storm and rout
"And be my love in the rain."^
"Let the downpour race and toil;
"The worst it can do to me
"is carry some garden soil
"A little nearer to the sea."^
But the one theme that seems to be recurrent in bis
poetry is the beauty of the country in a snow storm as seen
especially in "Stopping by ' oods on a Snowy Evening" when
he stops his horse to "watch his woods fill up with snow,"
the woods being "lovely, dark and deep." 6 In "Birches," too,
he describes how ice storms bend the birches "loaded with
ice a sunny winter morning after the rain." Also in "After
Flakes" Frost ingeniously describes a feeling that we have
1. Frost, Robert; Collected Poerns; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "My November Guest;" P. 8.
2. Ibid. "A Prayer in Spring;" P. 17.
3. Ibid. "To the Thawing .ind;" P. 16.
4. Ibid. "A Line-Storm Song;" P. 38.
5. Ibid. "In Time of Cloudburst;" P. 369.
6. Ibid. "Stooping by '.oods on a Snowy Evening;" P. 275.
7. Ibid. "Birches;" P. 152.

had so often when we look up toward the sky in a snow storm
when he says,
"I turned and looked hack upward.
"The whole sky was blue;
"And the thick flakes floating at a pause
"Were but frost knots on an airy gauze,
"With the sun shining through.'
He even goes so far as to make up a poetic recipe for cold
weather in "Clear and Colder" with "Wind the season-clirrat
e
mixer. He says "let the summer simmer. . . take some
left-over --/inter. . . dash it with some snow for powder. . .
then. . . wait and watch the liquor settle. i could stand
whole dayfuls of it." 2
And yet, with all of Frost's poems about the various
seasons, he also v/rites poems in regret of the passing
seasons. He is sad when he sees that "a tree beside the wall
stands bare"^ and leaves "must go down into the dark decayed
. . . and fit the earth like a leather glove.f - He knows
that by June our brook's run out of song and speed,'
and "its bed is left a faded paper sheet of de r d leaves stuck
together by the heat." And that when the blue bird leaves,
it tells him that "the north Y/ind last night made ice on the
trough, almost made him cough his tail feathers.
1. Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; Hew York; halcyon
House; 1939; "After Flakes;" P. 398.
2. Ibid. "Clear and Colder;" P. 299.
3. Ibid. "A Late Walk; 11 P. 11.
4. Ibid. "In Hardwood Groves;" P. 37.
5. Ibid. "Hyla Brook;" P. 37.
6. Ibid. "The Last '.ord of a Bluebird;" P. 170.
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off." This is Frost's way of saying that winter has come.
He exhorts his orchard to keep cold ("Goodbye and keep cold")
for he knows that "no orchard's the worse for the wintriest
storm; but one thing about it, it mustn't get warm."^ In
the middle of winter he looks for his sunset bird in the
tree where he is used to seeing it in warmer seasons, but
soon finds that "no bird was singing in it now. A single
leaf was on the bough." * He also seems to rebel against
snow once spring has set in. "The flakes could find no
landing place to form—They made no white impression on the
black. They disappeared as if esrth sent them back."^ A
final misgiving of Frost's is thai; one concerning the spring
pools of the forest which reflect "the total sky almost
4
without defect, but which will be no more if the trees and
the flowers continue to blot them up, these spring pools
that come "from snow that melted only yesterday."^
Frost also delights in v/riting about flowers, from
the lowly bluet to the yellow lady's slipper. Pie is always
finding myriads of colorful wild flowers in or near a mowing
field and fervently hopes that the "scythe whispering to the
ground"^ will spare them.
T~. Frost
,
tfobert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Goodbye and Keep Cold:" P. 281.
2.. Ibid. "Looking for a Sunset Bird in Winter;" P. 287.
3. Ibid. "Our Singing Strength;" P. 297..
4. Ibid. "Spring Pools;" P. 303.
5. Ibid. "Spring Pools;" P. 303.
6. Ibid. "Mowing;" P. 25.

"We raised a simple prayer
"Before we left the spot,
"That in the general mowing
"That place might be forgot. 1,1
And speaking of a place that is never to be mowed again
he says in this same vein:
"Then now is the chance for the flowers
"That can't stand mowers and plowers."
And when he finds that a "tuft of flowers" has been spared
by the scythe, he is most gratified. But despite his love
of wild flowers, or rather because of it, he prefers to leave
them in their own element, or at least to leave most of them
there. So in "The Self Seeker;" the little girl says in
answer to v/hy she didn't pick more than one flower, "i
wanted there should be some there next year." In his
comparison of flowers to leaves, he come to the conclusion
that "leaves by night and flowers by day"^ is the most
logical answer; leaves are for his darker moods, flowers for
when he is gay.
Frost seems adept at painting fruit that is almost
mouth-watering, such as "purple stemmed wild raspberries"^
and "blueberries as big as the end of your thumb, real sky
blue, and heavy. n. And where do they get their color?
Y~, Frosty Robert; Collected Poems; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Rose Pagoneos;" P. 19.
2. Ibid. "The Last Mowing;" P. 388.
3. Ibid. "The Self Seeker;" P. 121.
4. Ibid. "Leaves Compared with Flowers;" P. 387.
5. Ibid. "Ghost House;" P. 6.
6. Ibid. "Blueberries;" P. 78
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Why, Frost thinks that they must fatten up on charcoal because
sometimes they really taste like soot, "and after all really
they're ebony skinned; the blue's but a mist from the breath
of the wind, a tarnish that goes at a touch of the hand."-*-
We've all seen blueberries with their "blue mist" from which
they get their name, but probably no one of us has questioned
their rather feeble claim to the title of "blue" or tried
to explain it. Frost, who studies all phases of nature
carefully, has noticed this phenomenon and has come forth
with this clever analysis of the humble berry. A "scent
of ripness"^ told him that an apple tree was near that had
eased itself of its summer load. For there had been an
apple fall as complete as the apple had given man. The
ground was one circle of solid red."^ It seemed sad to the
poet that all this should go unharvested, but inasmuch as the
apples had been forgotten, just "smelling their sweetness
would be no theft." You can almost taste the juicy, over-
ripe apples th^t the coy/ is eating in "A Got/ in Apple Time"
when Frost describes the cow's face as "flecked with pomace
—
and she drools a cider syrup.
. . She runs from tree to tree
where lie and sweeten the windfalls spiked with stubble and
worm-eaten."
T", Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Blueberries;" P . 78
.
2. Ibid."Unharvested'j P. 400.
3. Ibid. "A Cow in Aople Time;" P. 157.
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Another theme of frost's, which is somewhat time-worn
having been used by most poets of all ages at one time of
another, is that of the stars, moon, and the sky v/hich Frost
gives a different twist . He doesn't use them as a background
of a dejected lover. He tries to analyze them, and finds
that he is awed by them, but comes to the conclusion that
they are neither friend nor foe; that they look down on us
with "neither love nor hate" and are like "some snow-white
Minerva's snow-white marble eyes without gift of sight. 9
One of Frost's characters who sold his farm to buy a tele-
scope speaks in rather a familiar and intimate v/ay about
a certain constellation as if it were almost human when he
says, "You know Orion always comes up sideways, throwing a
leg up over the fence of mountains, and rising on his hands,
he looks in on me, In another poem "Canis Major, " or, as
Frost calls him, The Great Overdog, is given much thp same
treatment, being characterized as leaping and dancing all
over the sky and never once resting on his forefeet. On
a particularly foggy and rainy night the poet finds himself
"lost in heaven" ^ because he can't find his "old skymarks
in the blue."^ through one brief opening in the clouds.
He also wonders why we make so much fuss about these bits
Tl Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Stars;" P
2. Ibid. "The Star Splitter;" P. 218.
3. Ibid. "Lost in Heaven;" P. 385.
*
of blue or fragmentary blue that v/e see in insects, flowers,
or eyes, when right above us "heaven presents in sheets the
solid hue." 1 With the moon it seems that Frost has done
many unusual things. For instance, he has used it as a
jewel and has tried it in several settings such as "above
a hazy tree-and-farmhouse cluster," 2 alone, or with another,
star. He's even "pulled it from a crate of crooked trees,
and brought it over glossy water, greater, and dropped it in,
and seen the image wallow, the color run, all sorts of
wonder follow." 2 He also has "stolen forth" 3 between two
showers to see what had happened to the moon to find that
"a masked moon had spread down compass rays to a cone
mountain in the midnight haze." 3 So he has "been one
acquainted with the night" and he is sure that the heavens
will be calm for a long time to come, that one needn't stay
up late at night to watch the sky for possible happenings
there, for "you'll wait a long, long time for anything much
to happen in heaven beyond the floats of cloud and the
Northern Lights that run like tingling nerves."^ That
calm seems certainly safe to last tonight. "^ And so the
night with its stars, various constellations and the moon
1 • Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Fragmentary Blue;" P. 267.
2. Ibid. "The Freedom of the Moon;" P. 304.
3. Ibid. "Moon Compos ses;" P. 393.
4. Ibid. "Acquainted with the Night;" P. 324.
5. Ibid. "On Looking by Chance at the Constellations;"
P. 349.
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seem to have a steadying effect on Frost, and brings to
him a certain calmness in the fact that nothing startling
ever happens there.
Animals, of various sorts, also have a place in Frost's
poetry. He portrays all kinds and sizes, from the lowly ant
to the over-bearing bear. Ee seems interested, though,
mostly in the smaller animals and insects, such as butter-
flies, young fledglings, fireflies, and bees. He displays
a great interest in them, in their way of life, and their
habits, which he can describe in detail. For instance, he
can give a very humorous account of how ants bury their dead,
and a very precise description of how a white-tailed hornet
lives and flies like "a bullet. . . and having power to
change his aim in flight, he comes out more unerring than a
bullet." 1 Later he strikes another realistic simile v.hen
describing the hornet 1 r swoop down onto a little huckle-
berry". . . the way a player curls around a football." 1
He also speaks of a "bewildered butterfly. . . on tremu-
lous wing," and in another place, "'Twas a nest full of
young birds on the ground. The cutter-bar had just gone
champing over (miraculously without tasting flesh) and left
them defenseless to the heat and light. n * which show Frost's
1 . Frost
,
Robert; Collected P o ems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "The ".hite Tailed Hornet;" P. 360.
2. Ibid. "Tuft of Flowers;" ?. 31.
3. Ibid. "The Exposed Hest;" P 136.

genuine feeling of sympathy towards the little things in
nature. His discussion of fireflies also shows this. Be
likens them to stars ("Though they never equal stars in
iize") ^ At times he thinks that fireflies seem " star-like" 1
but only for a fleeting moment, for "they can't sustain the
part." 1 In contrast to the more fragile things that have
"been discussed, Frost also treats the burly bear "who puts
both arms around the tree above her and draws it down. .
then lets it snap back upright in the sky," * this world-
shaking animal whose "great weight creaks the barbed-wire
in its staples.
. • leaving on one wire tooth a lock of hair"'
This is the description of the bear free in Nature. But
of the caged bear (whom man most resembles, especially in
his nervous pacing of the floors) Frost says "a baggy figure,
equally pathetic v/hen sedentary and when peripatetic
A final category of poems in the form of lyrics and
fantasies are those that have to do directly with the farm,
"The Pasture," "Mowing," "Christmas Trees," or "Putting in
the Seed." In these is seen Frost's quality of earthiness,
his love of the soil, and the things that are near to it,
the things with which the farmer is concerned, and with which
he is so familiar. He goes out "to clean the pasture
1. Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Fireflies in the Garden;" P. 306.
2. Ibid. "The Bear;" P. 347.
3. Ibid. "The Bear;" P. 347.
4. Ibid. "The Bear;" P. 347.
i
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spring" 1 and to "fetch the little calf" 1 that is so young
that it can't withstand, the licking of its mother's tongue.
He talks about the cow in apple time running rampant over
walls and fences eating of the forbidden fruit of the juicy
windfalls, and of the runaway who isn't "winter broken"^
as yet and is running away from the snow, shaking "his coat
as if to throw off flies. He makes poetry out of simple
things of farm life like going to the brook for water when
the well runs dry, planting seeds and looking forward to when,
"The sturdy seedling with arched body comes
"Shouldering its way and shedding the earth crumbs, "^
and gathering leaves whose weight is as nothing when compared
with the joy of harvesting them. He rebels against certain
practices of the city, such as covering up brooks and
throwing them "deep in a sewer dungeon under stone in fetid
it 4 '
• c
darkness still to live and run and expecting to lay bare
farms at Christmas time by offering to buy great quantities
of Christmas trees for the grand sum of three cents a piece
in order to make a steep profit on them by selling them in
the city for a dollar or more. "Worth three cents more to
give away than sell," says Frost, "as may be shown by a
n 5
simple calculation. Also, he doesn't seem to like to see
1 • Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "The Pasture;" P. 1.
2. Ibid. "The Runaway;" P. 273.
3. Ibid. "Putting in the Seed;" P. 155.
4. Ibid. "A Brook in the City;" P. 285.
5. Ibid. "Christmas Trees;" P. 132.
I
snow plowed but prefers to have it take its own course the
way he prefers to hove 3 brook allowed to go along in its
natural element above the ground, when he says, "A plov/,
they say, to plow the snow. They cannot mean to plant it
though."^ -as if to say that they didn't make the snow fall
and why do they now interfere with it? But above all in
these poems Frost shows that he is a realist, that he doesn't
look at life through rose-colored glasses, as it were, and
he has no illusions about anything. "The fact is the sweet-
est dream that labor knows" ^ so his scythe whispered to the
ground and that is why he wants a "full length chimney" 3
built "clear from the ground" 3 and not just a chimney built
upon a shelf like so many buildings that crumble into dust
because of being built on a sandy foundation, like day dreams,
and castles he used to build in the air. He wants things
that have a firm foundation, not just idle dreams but real
things that have permanent values. And that is why he urges
so strongly in one of his more recent poems, a political'
pastoral, to "build soil,"^ which to him is the most solid
of all foundations.
Prost also uses Nature to a great extent in his char-
acter partrayals, his poems of people. Nature is here used
1 • Frost, xDiObert; Collected ^oerns; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Plowmen;" ¥ . 295.
2. Ibid. "Mowing;" P. 25.
5. Ibid. "The Kitchen Chimney;" P. 286.
4. Ibid. "Build Soil." P. 421.
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as background, but very important background, for the people
characterized in them wouldn't stand out and seem alive
without the atmosphere that Frost creates here to surround
and envelope them. This atmosphere is usually that of rural
New England and it is produced by Frost's use of colloquial-
isms and of rural scenes.
In "Mending Kali" we get a picture of spring on a farm,
a time when walls need to be patched up because "something
that doesn't love a wall" has seen fit to spill the "upper
boulders." We also get the idea here that walls or fences
are only good on a farm when there are cows, in order to
keep them out of the apple orchards. In "The Death of the
Hired Man" we see the "hired man" characterized in one place
for his ability to load hay. "He bundles every forkful in
its place, and tags and numbers it for future reference."^
In "Home Burial" we see another phase of rural New England
and the practice of having a private graveyard just outside
the farmhouse, and the simple statement of the farmer to his
wife, "Three foggy mornings and one rainy day will rot the
best birch fence a man can build" motivating the whole story.
In the "Black Cottage" we see an old woman long dead being
characterized in terms of the old cottage that she used to
live in, "among tar-banded ancient cherry trees, set well
back from the road in rank lodged grass." 3 Descriptions
!H Frost
,
Robert; Collected Poems; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "The Death of the Hired Man;" P. 52.
2. Ibid. "Home Burial'j P. 72.
3. Ibid. "Black Cottage;" P. 74.
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of blueberries in one of Frost's long narratives are most
vivid, for example, "The fruit mixed with water in layers of
leaves, like two kinds of jewels, a vision for thieves,""*"
and in another poem the fatigue of apple picking is just as
well expressed, wMy instep arch not only keeps the ache, it
keeps the pressure of a ladder-round." In 'The Code" we
see some of the tural rules that farmers live by and we get
the atmosphere of mowing and loading hay. "A Servant to
Servants" gives us a picture of the monotony of farm life
as seen through the eyes of a woman who washes and cooks
and keeps house for a group of farm hands, but who can still
see somewhat the beauties of the surrounding countryside,
especially the lake and its reaction to the sun and storms
when she says, "And all our storms come up toward the house,
drawing the slow waves whiter and whiter and whiter. . .
It took my mind off doughnuts and soda biscuit. to step
outdoors and take the water dazzle a sunny morning. . . I
see it's a fair, pretty sheet of water." ^ "The Hous ekeeper"
has for its background a run down farm, the owner of which
has been deserted by his mistress. The farmer may be slack
in respect to keeping up his farm, but one thing that he
takes pride in is his collection of hens. He has been
offered high prices for all of them but as he figures,
1
.
Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Blueberries; 11 P. 81.
2. Ibid. "After Apple Picking;" P. 88.
3. Ibid. "A Servant to Servants;" P. 108.

"if they're worth that much to sell, they're worth as much to
keep." In "The Self Seeker" Nature is brought in by the
fact thai the main character's principal interest in life is
flowers, all kinds, wild and cultivated varieties. He prefers
2 2
to talk of "cyrepedium" and "Ham's Horn orchids," "yellow
2
and purple Lady's Slippers* instead of talking to the lawyer
and to his friend about how much the company is going to
settle on him for his disability due to his work in their
factory. He would rather talk to the little girl who has
come to bring him some flowers because she knows he likes
them. She is one of his protegees and has taken his sage
advice about not picking all the flowers she finds. He
says, "I've broken Anne of gathering bouquets. It's not
fair to the child. It can't be helped, though; pressed into
service means pressed out of shape." "She lifts their
faces by their chins to hers and says their names, and leaves
them where they are."^ Another illustration of his attitude
toward flowers is seen in the fact that he says "put our
flowers in water first, before he will sign the agreement
drawn up by the lawyer. In th "Woodpile" Prost is sad to see
a "cord of Maple, cut and split and oiled," 3 left in the
woods, useless, except "to warm the frozen swamp as best it
could with the slow smokeless burning of decay."'
1 • Prost, Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "The Ilousekeeoer ;" P. 108.
2. Ibid. "The Self Seeker;" pp. 120, 121, 122, 123.
3. Ibid. "The Woodpile P. 126. 127.

Frost's love of the country is seen in "In the Home
Stretch" when a middle aged couple have had movers finally
set up their furniture in their new home in the country
thus fulfilling their life-long ambition to retire to a farm.
They suggest to the burly trover, "the door filling men,"-1-
that they also get a farm, but they receive the usual answers
that you would expect from city bred folk, such as "Godl "-L
And "I.ia friend, you ain't know what it is you're ask.""1"
When they have gone the woman says to her husband, "Good
boys they seemed, and let them love the city"^ which is
exactly what Frost really thinks and what he echoes in
future poems. He takes another crack at the city when he
says "New is a word for fools in towns who think style upon
style in dress and thought must get somewhere,"-'- and gets
back to his love of farm life and all that goes with it by
suggesting that the first thing in the morning they must go
out and look over the orchard, the pasture, and the' brook,
for, "All of a farm it is." 1
"Snow" is another of Frost's long narratives in which
a phase of Nature is used as background and the motivating
force. This time it is a snow storm in the country, a verit-
able blizzard, which has caused a minister to take shelter in
a farmhouse not far from his. rind while they converse we
see the minister's love of a 'good snow storm. He relates an
T~. Frost
,
Robert; Collected P o ems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "in the Home Stretch;" pp. 142, 143, 146.
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incident of how he banked snow high on his windows once so he
could sit inside all warm and think that there was a raging
blizzard outside, for as he says "You can't get too much
winter in the winter."
In "Maple" Frost shows how a mother named her child
after a young maple tree and carried the significance of the
name to her grave; thus leaving her daughter to go through
all sorts of difficulties over being called Maple. Her
teachers confused it with Mabel as did everyone else, and
ultimately she married her boss because her unusual name
interested him at first. Before he knew her name, however,
he said to her, "Do you know you remind me of a tree-a maple
tree?"^ Then she told him her name was Maple and "they were
both stirred that he should have divined without the name
her personal mystery" But when they made a trip back to her
childhood home to find some trace of why she was called
Maple, they came upon an old maple tree "standing alone with
smooth arms lifted up, and every leaf of foliage she'd worn
laid scarlet and pale pink about her feet. But its age kept
them from considering this one.' And it seemed that twenty-
five years before, at her birth, it, too, had just been born,
you might say, for it was just a "two-leaved seedling that
the next cow might have licked up out at pasture" This
seems a delightful story for Frost to have seen in a mere
1 . Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Snow:" P.
2. Ibid. "Maple;" pp 224, 225, 226, 227,.
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Maple tree.
To terminate this discussion of Frost's use of Nature,
I can think of no "better illustration from his works that so
keenly, though half-humorously, expresses his great affection
for the country than his long narrative "New Hampshire,"
which shows his love for rural life in general as compared
with city life. He tells of different travelers whom he has
met and who have boasted to him of their states in terms of
commerce and products such as apples in commercial quantities.
"The only person really soiled with trade I ever stumbled
on in old New Eapmshire was someone who had just come back
ashamed from selling things in California,"-'- is Frost's
answer to them, and he's proud of it. Of apples he says,
"Apples? New Hampshire has them, but unsprayed, with no
suspicion in stem-end or blossom-end of vitriol or arsenate
of lead, and not so good for anything but cider."-'- As a
matter of fact, the only fault that he finds with New
Hampshire is that "her mountains aren't quite high enough, "^
for the "more the sensibilitist I am, the more I seem to
want my mountains wild."-'" Lines like "me for the hills where
I don't have to choose," I hate to be a runaway from
nature," 1 and "I wouldn't be a prude afraid of nature, "-'-
all seem to summarize Frost's attitude toward Nature through-
1. Frost, Robert; Collected roems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "New EamDshire;" op 200, 204, 209, 209, 210,
210, 211, 210, 212.

out his poetry and his life. He chooses to be "a plain
New Hampshire farmer" (with an income from some New York
publisher;) and that is just what Frost seems to be and what
he portrays so well in his poetry. It is the setting of the
New Hampshire farmer in particular and the New England farmer
in general that he paints with so much realism.
1. Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "New Hampshire;" P. 2TT.

Chapter III
HIS TREATMENT OF HUMAN MATURE
Robert Frost, perhaps because of his easy going way and
his calm life lacking great disappointments and disillusion-
ments, has no case against the world or the people in it.
Therefore, it is not surprising to find a certain humane
thread throughout most of his poetry. He seems to have a
keen interest in people and their troubles, and as a result
of this he always takes a sympathetic attitude toward the
characters in his poems--or rather the people in his poems
because they are just that, not just careful delineations or
creations of the poet's mind but real persons that you might
possibly have met or will meet at some time or another. He
draws his characters from New England life, but at the same
time there is something strangely universal about them. True,
they speak a language of colloquialisms common to New England
alone and are portrayed in a New England setting, but basic-
ally they and their situations could probably be translated
and transported to almost any country in the world. Surely
there are people outside of New England that believe that
"Good fences make good neighbors;"^- that are like the worn
out incompetent who always turns up like a bad penny with
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems , New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "Mending Wall," P. 47.

many old promises, time-worn like himself; that have lived in
a city (large or small) all their lives and haven't seen or
explored the places that tourists are always going out of
their way to visit as if they were shrines; and surely there
are women all over the world who are working just as hard as
the woman in "A Servant to Servants" and are on the verge of
a similar collapse. These are only a few instances of
"universal people" in Frost's poetry, but they tend to convey
the main idea that although on the surface the people may seem
to be just "plain New England farmers," underneath they are
all people, for Frost is not a poet of the new and the unusual,
but he is the poet of the basic and fundamental which in turn
may give his work a universal quality. A great many of the
critics believe in this theory, and yet quite a few believe
that he is merely representative of rural New England. In my
discussion of his characters I will treat him as the latter,
merely showing his people and their situations as they are in
his poetry.
As it has been said before, there is a strong sense of
humanity running like a thread throughout Frost's poetry, and
the most important source of this is in his long narrative
character portrayals, usually rural types
—
psychological
studies of people who are obsessed by some sort of a problem.
Frost's friendly satire against the "builder of walls"
shows his humane quality and his sympathetic attitude toward
men. He just can't see why his neighbor should insist on a
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wall between them. There is seemingly no need for it. Walls
in the country are usually to keep cows out of an orchard.
But there are no cows here, and yet this hide-bound con-
servative justifies himself by saying, "Good fences make
good neighbors," ^ as each spring the two go forth on some
fine day to repair the damages done to the wall by the
"something .... that doesn't love a wall.""1' Frost is not
bitter against this man by any means, but he is rather sorry
that he can't shake this man from his straightlaced way of
thinking. Before he "built a wall he'd ask to know what he
was walling in or walling out. And to whom he was like to
give offense.""*"
Frost is also sympathetic in his treatment of the old
hired man who came home to his friends' house to die. It is
not a tragic or grim poem, although the entire volume North
of Boston from which this comes was tagged as such by the
critics. It is sad but certainly not grim, mainly because
of the sympathetic attitude on the author's part toward the
central characters. The old man is shown through the eyes
of his former employers, a farmer and his wife, the farmer
being just about fed up with the fact that the old man always
left him "in haying time, when any help is scarce"2 and then
came back in the winter when he had no other place to stay,
1, Frost, Robert, Collected Poems , New York, Halcyon
House. 1939. Pp. 47, 48 • "Mending Wall"
.
2. Ibid. 11 The Death of the Hired Man," P. 49

home being the place where "when you have to go there, they
have to take you in,"^ according to the farmer. His wife, on
the other hand, has a kinder attitude towara the "hired man"
and sympathizes with him, refuting all her husband's arguments
and bringing him around to the point of admitting that Silas
had one real accomplishment, that of loading hay well. "He
bundles every forkful in its place, and tags and numbers it
for future reference, so he can find and easily dislodge it
in the unloading. Silas does that well." 1 We also learn
through their conversation that Silas has a brother who
is a rich banker, but that Silas would never appeal to him
for assistance or talk to anyone about him. Nobody knew why.
Mary suggests that he is the type that kinsfolk couldn't
tolerate, "that he never did a thing so very bad. He don't
know why he isn't quite so good as anybody. Worthless though
he is. . . nl Warren, having recovered from his peeve by this
time, says "I can't think Si ever hurt anyone." 1 Thus both
the farmer and his wife finally come to pity the old man
despite what he has done to them in the past. And although
we know that Silas is a n 1 er-do-well , that every haying
season he has been easily led away from his only friends by
the promise of a little extra pocket money, we also sympathize
with this tragic figure who has come home in the winter for
the last time to die.
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems, New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "The Death of the Hired Man, ,! Pp. 53, 52, 54.
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"The Mountain" shows another of Frost's interests in
portraying people, that is, his characterization of old men,
this time "a man who moved so slow with white-faced oxen in
a heavy cart, it seemed no harm to stop him altogether."^"
It shows Frost's sadness in the decrease of humanity in the
small villages of the country, when the old man says, "There
is no village only scattered farms. We were but sixty
voters last election."^ It seemed that most of the so-called
village was a mountain, a huge mountain, which seemed to
grow in size every year. The tourist who stopped the old
man wanted to know about the mountain, whether there was a
path up its steep sides or not. The old man had lived there
at the foot of it all his life but had never been up to the
top of it. He had been "on the sides, deer-hunting and
trout-fishing,"^" but he had never been interested in climbing
a mountain that he had been living and working around all his
life. "It doesn't seem so much to climb a mountain you've
worked around the foot of all your life . . • • .T'wouldn' t seem
real to climb for climbing it.""*" And yet from various
people that had climbed it he had learned some interesting
stories that would arouse almost anyone's curiosity and make
them want to climb the thing just to satisfy themselves. But
no, he was just content to pass such stories that he had heard
along to anyone who was crazy enough to want to see if they
were true. The poem has that so-called atmosphere of
1. Fro s if? Robert, Collected Poems
, New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "The Mountain," Pp. 56, 56, 57, 59.
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"decaying New England," another reason for which the critics
branded the whole volume of North of Boston as grim, but the
interesting characterization of this quaint rustic camoflages
that quality and makes the poem partly humorous and not too
sad.
One of Frost's definitely humorous poems (although
Amy Lowell didn't think so) "A Hundred Collars" shows two
different types of people portrayed, a meek and modest
professor as contrasted with the big, uncultured traveling
salesman. Though humorous, it is also sad in the portrayal
of a timid professor who, although brought up in Lancaster,
doesn't spend much time there because of his profession and,
as a result, he doesn't seem at home with his old friends that
"he somehow can't get near."^ They seem to be afraid of him
when they meet him in the general store because he appears so
officious, looking over his "formidable mail," as he talks
to them. And this is the last thing that he wants. He wants
to be one of them again for, "though a great scholar, he's a
democrat."^ And so it happened that, when he was returning to
Lancaster one night, he missed his train and had the prospect
of spending four hours or so in the station. Finally he
decided to go to a hotel, or rather the hotel, for,
"Woodsville ' s a place of shrieks and wandering lamps and cars
that shock and rattle and one hotel." ^ The hotel was filled,
1". Frost, Robert, Collected Poems
,
New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "A Hundred CollarsT"' Pp. 61, 61, 61, 61.
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said the clerk, but if he would share a room And so
the "Professor 3quare-the-circle-t ill-you • re tired""*" was
paired up with a gay, slightly inebriated, brute, a
traveling salesman. Beside him, the professor seemed an
anemic personality. Here was a man who had lived, and had
life in his speech, and wasn't afraid of his own shadow.
The professor, on the other hand, had spent his energies in
another way, and his intellectual activities had been rather
a drain on his personality rather than a stimulant to it.
People liked the "brute." He says, "You see, I»m in with
everybody, know them all. I almost know their farms as well
as they do."-*- "Polks entertain me from the kitchen doorstep,
all in a family row down to the youngest. 11 And so the
friendly and talkative drunk goes on and tells the professor,
Dr. Magoon, all about himself. He even offers his old collars
which he has outgrown to this man that he has just met, show-
ing his friendly nature. All that Dr. Magoon can offer is a
polite question or two and an insultingly scared countenance,
which may be attributed to the fact that he has never had
normal friendly relations with ordinary people for a number
of years and that he has no trust in human nature . And yet
we have a certain amount of sympathy with the pedant especially
because of the way that the salesman treats him. He is even
so considerate as to leave the room entirely to the professor
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems, New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "A Hundred Collars," Pp. 63, 66, 66,

saying, "I've just begun the night. You get some sleep.
I'll knock so-fashion and peep around the door when I come back
so you'll know who it is. There's nothing I'm afraid of
like scared people. ""^ The doctor, in a cold sweat by this
time, relaxes just a little and slides down a bit on to the
pillow. There is a certain tragic element in this poem as
seen in the fact that this man with so much education should
have such a stagnant personality and not have the appreciation
of life that the "ordinary" salesman had; but it is also
amusing to see such a ^reat man cowed by a person supposedly
his inferior.
"Home Burial" is definitely tragic. It shows a picture
of a mother, almost on the point of hysterics because of a
few simple words that her husband said to her upon returning
from burying their first child in their own little graveyard
just outside their house. The whole atmosphere of the poem
suggests that the farmer was not hard-hearted in saying what
he said. You can't believe what his wife believes of him.
You can't see that he took no interest in the child or that
its death didn't affect him in any way. He was probably
suffering more than she was because it was up to him to dig
the grave for the little one, while she merely looked on.
He probably wanted to keep his finer feelings to himself,
and pass them off in talking about the weather. But that
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems
,
New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "A Hundred Collars" F7~67.
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was what undid him in her eyes. All he said when he came in
from burying the child was, "Three foggy mornings and one
rainy day will rot the best birch fence a man can build."''"
These are the words that whipped her up into a frenzy, not
thinking that such words probably hid a grief as deep as hers,
but she was a person who had to give vent to her feelings,
and he kept his emotion to himself. We get a suggestion that
she had always been hard to get along with, that she had
always taken her problems to the neighbors and not to him.
He says, "Words are nearly always an offence. I don't know
how to speak of anything so as to please you." 1 He is
willing to listen to her, to help her and to be helped by
her, but she refuses to be rational about the affair. She
believes in dwelling on her personal misfortunes and in
following death into the grave. She thinks most people are
hypocrites who follow a person to the grave, but soon after
start thinking of living things again. She says, "But the
world's evil. I won't have grief so if I can change it." 1
He, on the other hand, is more practical, accepting death
as natural and as a thing to be forgotten as soon as possible.
Also, he is no less the man for her tirade against him, and she
is one of Frost's typical psychological studies.
In "The Black Cottage" we see one of Frost's indirect
character portrayals. It is a picture of an old woman as
1. Frost
,
Robert, Collected Poems , New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "Home BuriaTT1 Pp7"72, 70, 72.
*
seen through the eyes of the minister of the church that she
attended when she was alive. He and a friend have been
walking in the woods and come upon her old cottage, the sight
of which brings back memories of her to the clergyman. It
shows Frost's sadness at seeing deserted houses which
represent to him the loss of some personality and "the world's
having passed it by.""*" She was an individual; she had her own
ideas about things, even though she didn't know much about
them. For instance, she believed that negroes and whites
were equal even though she had known only the white race.
"But how could they be made so very unlike by the same hand
working in the same stuff?""'" By her presence in the church
she had kept the minister from changing the Creed a little to
please the younger generation. For "why abandon a belief mere!
because it ceases to be true..... it will turn true again.
Most of the change we see in life is due to truths being in
and out of favour."^" And so we see how much this cottage
means when translated into human terms, and what an influence
it had on the life and preaching of the minister of the
community. To him it was not just a deserted house, but was
a whole series of memories that became alive every time he
looked into it. And it made him sad to think of the passing
of such a grand old lady, forgotten already by her sons.
1. Frost, Robert, Collected foems, New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "The Black Cottage," Pp. 75, 76, 77.
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Then there is the man who makes a living from the
things that come from Nature, herself, without having to use
any implements whatsoever to help it along. A man called
Loren who knew when and where to find the best berries any
time of the year. And if he sees that someone has found
some berries somewhere, he says to himself, "I've left those
there berries, I shrewdly suspect, to ripen too long. I am
greatly to blame." 1 People say of him that he has brought
his children up on "wild berries, like birds. They eat them
the year round, and those they dcn't eat they sell in the
store and buy shoes for their feet.", 1 but as one of the
other characters in the poem says, "Who cares what they say?
It's a nice way to live, just taking what nature is willing
to give, not forcing her hand with harrow or plow." 1 And
this seems to be Frost's idea of living also, and the whole
attitude of the poem is not at all harsh against Loren 1 s
selfishness in keeping his knowledge of berrying to himself,
for if he is able to support his large family on such a
knowledge, Frost seems to take the attitude of more power
to him, if he can do it, because it seems to be rather an ideal
existence
•
Another of Frost's psychological studies is seen in
"A Servant to Servants »" It gives a picture of the tragic
figure of a woman who works and slaves for a group of farm
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems , New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "Blueberries" , Pp. 79, 79, 80.
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hands, never having any time to herself, and so, even though
a visitor interrupts her work and sets ner back in. it a
little, she is more than grateful.. We see this woman revealed
to us as she, herself, talks to another woman who has come to
visit her. All she does is work, day in and out, and the
monotony is beginning to show on her so that she is being
driven insane by it. Somehow she realizes this and dwells on
how they used to keep her father's brother in a cage in the
attic, (instead of putting him away) because of his being
insane. Most people think that keeping a mentally unbalanced
person at home is more human, but she knows that it is not
because she has gone through that and has lived in a house
where that was the situation. In an asylum, "There they have
every means proper to do with and you aren't darkening other
people's lives. But she is resigned to her fate, not
being able to do anything to help herself, and not wanting
to ask anyone to help her either. She was happy when they
first moved out there but "the change wore out like a
prescription." 1, and her work piles up and overwhelms her.
Even while she takes a few minutes out to talk to her friend
she keeps thinking of how far behind she is getting in her work,
but she comes to the conclusion that, "The worst that you can
do is set me back a little more behind. I sha'n't catch up
in this world, anyway." ^ Thus Frost paints this weary figure
1, Frost, Robert, Collected Poems , New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "A Servant to Servants," Pp. 85, 86, 87.
(
whose drab and fatiguing existence cannot even be brightened
a little by passing some time in small talk with a 1'riend,
without being constantly reminded of the work that remains
to be done, and always remains to be done, work that she has
never caught up with and never will.
In "After Apple Picking" we see another picture of
physical fatigue, but what a different type I The healthy
fatigue of the farmer who has just harvested his apples. He
feels the ladder on his instep still and feels the swaying
of the ladder against the boughs, and hears the rumbling of
the apples in the bins. For he "has had too much of apple-
picking" 1 and is "over-tired of the great harvest I myself
desired." He had 10,000 apples to pick carefully so that
they would not fall and become bruised and as a result become
only worthy of ciaer. Little wonder that he was tired after
that, but when he has had his "human sleep" 1 he will look at
it in a different light, and he will no longer wish that
he had never had a harvest. Some people think that Frost
meant that he was tired of his harvest of grim poetry in
North of Boston
,
but I think that it is just a sketch of a
rural figure genuinely over-tired after harvest time, a
figure that Frost is undoubtedly very familiar with.
1. Frost, Robert, Collected roema, New York, Halcyon
House, 1959, "After Apple Picking," Pp. 88, 88.
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"The Code" shows us Frost's utterly sympathetic attitude
toward the simple hard-working fanner who does his work well
and takes offense at orders given by city-bred farmers. In
this poem the town-bred farmer made the suggestion that they
"take pains to cock the hay""'" because of the oncoming shower.
One of his helpers, after mulling it over for a half hour or
so, came to the decision that his boss was finding fault with
his work, and so he marched off the field without saying a
word. The city farmer didn't know that "the hand that knows
his business won't be told to do work better or faster— those
two things." 1 This was told to him by another farm hand who
had been standing by and knew what happened, but he knew
city farmers well enough to take the suggestion as more of a
friendly prod than an insult. By way of illustration of what
happens to farmers who don't know the code, he went on to
tell of a similar instance in his life when he hayed-under
his boss for a statement of the same sort, and by doing so
sent him home in a cold sweat so that thereafter he was
content with merely "picking peas in his garaen" 1 instead of
bullying the men to do more work. In this poem Frost shows
his knowledge of the feelings of the ordinary farm hand and
his code of living.
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems
,
New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "The Code 11 PpT~90, 91", 93.
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"The Housekeeper" shows us another pathetic rural
figure, that of a farmer who has been deserted by his
mistress who has run. off to marry someone else. The only
one left to him is her mother who can't get out until they
come to carry her, for as she says "I've been built in here
like a big church organ," 1 and she isn't too soft in her
attitude toward him either. He's not a good farmer, lets the
farm go to pieces, while he tends to his pride and joy, his
hens, paying enormous prices for them just to have them
around. He wouldn't think of selling them, because, if
they're good enough to sell, they're good enough to keep, or
so his logic goes. For fifteen years he and her daughter
had been living together without being married. Finally the
daughter could stand it no longer and decided to get married
for the security and peace of mind it would mean to her, thus
leaving the no-account farmer to live as best he could--a
person who could scarcely take care of himself when she was
around never mind when alone. As her mother says, "he's
helpless in ways that I can hardly tell you of." 1 And yet
you also feel a surge of sympathy, not only for the farmer,
but also for the mother, and her daughter, too. The daughter
was living under a strain all those years, cut off from
friends and neighbors, with him always saying "Better than
1« Frost, Robert, Collected .Poems , New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "The Housekeeper," Pp. 104, 108.

married ought to be as good as married" 1 since he knew that
he was kinder than most men. But being the bad farmer that
he was meant that there was more work than usual for her to
do. That, too, wore on her nerves. The mother haa also
been under a strain, as what mother wouldn't, but she was
getting used to it although always campaigning for her
daughter with her perpetual question, "Why shouldn't they be
married?" only to receive his answer and no more, "Why
should they?" 1 And yet he is the one to suffer the most for
he is the one to be left alone to take care of himself,
—
a situation to which he had become little accustomed in
the past fifteen years. The poem is powerful in its
suggestiveness and built-up suspense, never quite coming
outright with most things but rather implying them, a thing
which is greatly characteristic of Frost.
Frost's power of suggestion is also shown in "The Fear"
in which we see the tragic figure of a girl beset by a fear
of an old lover following her to get revenge. She sees a
man's face by the side of the road and insists on finding out
who it is so as to have it out then and there if it is the
person she thinks it is. The man she's with punctures her ego
by saying, "But it's nonsense to think he'd care enough,"
but she is determined to go and find out for herself. She
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems , New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "The Housekeeper," Pp. 106, 106, 106.
2. Ibid. "The Fear," P. 114.

finds that it is a man out walking with a little boy, ana in
relief she rejoices, but "she spoke as if she couldn't turn.
The swinging lantern lengthened to the ground, it touched, it
struck, it clattered and went out,"''" Just what happened at
this point Frost leaves to the imagination, but the suspense
is built up to this terrific climax so well, that having
the thing hang in mid-air at the end just makes it all the
more effective. To me it is one of the best of Frost's
psychological studies.
"The Self-Seeker" is a tragic figure to everyone but
himself, on the surface. He has been disabled for life, a
cripple, but while a friend of his and the lawyer are
haggling over the price to settled on him, he prefers to
talk about flowers to a little girl who has come to see him,
bringing with her some of his favorites. Possibly he feels
badly inside, but he presents a brave exterior which makes him
more tragic. He talks about his mashed feet and legs quite
sanely, never verging on the hysterical, always calm and easy
going. In talking to his friend who thought that he was
asking too little compensation for the accident which has
maimed him for life, he says half humorously, "I have to take
what I can get, you see they have the feet, which gives them
the advantage in the trade, I can't get back the feet in any
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems
,
New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "The FearT" P. 116"
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case." And also, "I don't want to l'ight--I just want to get
settled In my life." 1 He is resigned already to the type of
life that he is going to lead, but he does not want to burden
anyone else with his troubles. He covers his emotions bravely
by talking quite spiritedly about various flowers, being a
sort of naturalist in his own right. He signs the company's
contract hurriedly so that the lawyer can ^et his train. But
when everyone has gone, "He flung his arms around his face." 1
His denial of self pity in front of other people, even though
the loss of his feet meant all the world to him, only serves
to increase the pathos of the poem and the tragedy of this
man.
A final long narrative in which Frost shows his
sympathetic attitude toward people is "Snow." This time he
shows a minister who, on his way home in a blizzard, stops
at a neighbor's house not only for shelter, but also to call
up his wife so that she will know that he is all right. His
neighbors consider it their duty to keep him form going out
into the storm again, but he will not be disuaded from his
course. His wife, the poem suggests, also takes their
attitude and gets angry when he tells tier that he is coming
home just the same. The man and woman with whom he is
staying do everything they can to keep him from going out
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems
,
New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "The Self Seeker," Pp. 119, 119, 125.
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into the storm, but he evaaes their questions and pleas
with such a flow of words that they can't get a word in
edgewise anyway. Finally he leaves, and though they are a
bit glad because they were getting tired of his eternal
talking, nevertheless they couldn't rest until they heard that
he had arrived home safely.
And so we see in the light of Frost's character
portrayals that his attitude toward his people is always
kind and sympathetic, never bitter, harsh, or caustic, and
that he is merely sincerely interested in people and their
problems or obsessions.
Frost also shows his love of humanity throughout his
lyrics, fantasies, and short narratives. In "Ghost House" we
notice for the first time the fact that it disturbs him to
see any lessening of population and any increase in deserted
houses. When he says, "I dwell with a strangely aching
heart in that vanished abode there far apart on that disused
and forgotten road that has no dust-bath now for the toad."'*'
He seems to dwell on this theme in his poetry and we find
it later on in the "Census Taker." In "A Tuft of Flowers,"
he comes to the conclusion that, "Men work together,
whether they work together or apart.," because the mowers
who were in the field before him had spared a "leaping
1. Frost, Robert, Collected Poems
, New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "Ghost House" P~T~6.
2. Ibid. "A Tuft of Flowers," P. 32
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tongue of bloom." In another poem we see that Frost
realizes the loneliness of one old man in a house on a
winter's night, mainly because he thinks that a house should
be lived in by more than one person, otherwise its purpose
is defeated. "One aged man--one man--can't keep a house. "^
Then in other poems we see again Frost's sadness when he
finds deserted houses or villages, particularly in "The
Census Taker," when he says, "The melancholy of having to
count souls where they grow fewer and fewer every year is
extreme where they shrink to none at all. This line is
explained later by another which shows more than ever Frost's
deep interest in humanity, when he says, "it must be that I
want life to go on living."^ Of life in America, Frost
is not the pessimist seeing the depression at every turn
instead of prosperity, but thinks rightly that life isn't
too bad over here, in fact it's quite good, but "how are we to
write the Russian novel in America as long as life goes on
so unterribly?"^ and, "VJe can get what little misery we can
out of not having cause for misery. It makes the guild of
novel writers sick to be expected to be Dostoievskis on
4
nothing worse that too much luck and comfort."
In "The Star Splitter" we see his forgiving nature
toward mankind in that he comes to the conclusion that it is
n Frost, Robert, Collected Poems , New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "A Tuft of Flowers/ P. 32.
2. Ibid. "An Old Man's Winter Night," P. 135
3. Ibid. "The Cencus Taker," Pp. 217, 217.
4. Ibid. "New Hampshire," Pp. 207, 207.

social to be forgiving, for "if one by one we counted people
out for the least sin, it wouldn't take us long to get so we
had no one left to live with," , and therefore we shouldn't be
too harsh with the farmer who burned aown his farm in order
to buy a telescope. In the "Axe-helve" we see Frost
portraying the essential friendliness of mankind when an old
French farmer, Baptiste, an expert as far as axes are con-
cerned, helps out another farmer by keeping him from using
a faulty axe which surely would have come flying off the
handle if it had been used. He also offers to mend the axe
since that is his specialty, but "what was that to him?"
There was nothing compelling him to fix it except possibly
his own nature, but that is what is important to Frost. An
illuatration of Frost's friendly attitude toward people is
seen in a little poem "A Time to Talk" in which he says that
when someone drives by and calls in from the road, he doesn't
believe in just shouting back, a brief greeting, he throws
down his hoe and goes "up to the stone wall for a friendly
visit." And in "Two Tramps in Mud Time" Frost is perfectly
ready to relinquish his joyful task of splitting wood for
fun when he sees that the tramps could use the work to
better advantage. "I had no right to play with what was
another man's work for gain. My right might be love but
Tl Frost, Robert, Collected Poems
,
New York, Halcyon
House, 1939, "The Star Splitter," P. 219,
2. Ibid. "The Axe-Helve," P. 228.
3. Ibid. "A Time to Talk," P. 156
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theirs was need, and where the two exist in twain theirs was
the better right agreea."*1"
Another attitude that Frost takes toward man is that of
poking fun at him which is seen in the two poems, "The Bear,"
and "The Egg and the Machine." In the first of these poems
Frost is almost cynical as he likens man to the bear, not
the bear wild in Nature, but the caged bear, "Man acts more
like the poor bear in a cage that all day fights a nervous
inward rage." I prefer to believe that Frost does not mean
this as harsh or biting, but more as humorous criticism. In
"The Egg and the Machine," Frost is more obviously having fun
in realistically describing the actions of a person represent-
ing the revolt against the machine age. He gives "the solid
rail a hateful kick," and thinks of bending one of the tracks
so as to wreck the train, but it goes by before he can
accomplish this purpose. He finally finds a turtle egg which
he brandishes furiously with dire threats at the next train
that dares to pass, "xhe next machine that has the power to
3
pass will get this plasm in its goggle glass."
Thus we see Frost as an interested spectator and at
the same time a close observer of life as It goes on about
him, having a fine understanding of people and their feelings.
We also see his sadness at seeing any lessening of humanity,
T~, F~rost,' Robert, Collected Poems , New York, Hal. cyon
House, 1939, "Two Tramps in ilud Time," P. 359.
2. Ibid. "The Bear," P. 347.
3. Ibid. "The Egg and the Machine," P. 349.

his appreciation of the friendliness of people, and his
sympathy for their misfortunes. And the poem which shows
why he feels this way and which possibly explains his
attitude toward life and mankind is "Wild Grapes" in the
lines, "But nothing tells me that I need learn to let go
with the heart*" 1
1, Frost, Robert, Collect ed Poems , New York, Haley
House, 1939, "Wild GrapesT" P. 243.
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Chapter IV
NATURE vs. HUMANITY
Robert Frost is a poet of nature and of people and
combines the two successfully throughout his poetry, but to me
there is also a sort of interplay between nature and man, a
sort of friendly rivalry, you might say, not a cruel vicious-
ness, but more of an elfish antagonism. It is not nature
working against man at all times in a mean way, but more
in the way that people react to nature's processes depending
on their character or personality. Some people are afraid of
nature like the man "who took a double axe and went alone
against a grove of trees; but his heart failing him, he
dropped the axe and ran for shelter quoting Katthew Arnold;
'Nature is cruel,. man is sick of blood; there's been -enough
shed without shedding mine,"''" Prost is against this attitude,
for he wouldn' t"be prude afraid of nature,"-'- and he would hate
to run away from it, too, as he says in "New Hampshire. " One
example of humanity afraid of nature, or of something in nature
occurs in "The Kill Y/ife," the section called 'The Oft-Repeated'
Dream, * in which is told her fear of the tree that stands just
outside her window "forever trying the window-latch of the
room where they slept... It had never been inside the room,"
1 • Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; Mew York; Halcyon
House; 1939; pp. 210, 210.
2. Ibid. "The Hill Wife;" P. 161.
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but she kept dreaming of what it might do if it did get in.
It is again easily seen that this is not Frost's reaction at
all when we look at the poem "Tree at my Window" in which he
says, "Tree at my window, window tree, rny sash is lowered
when night comes on; but let there never be a curtain drawn
between you and me."*'-
However, for this discussion of the element of nature
against man in Frost's poetry, I have chosen three themes that
are recurrent in his works. First there is the theme of the
mountains "pushing us off their laps," then there is that of
the elements working against man, and lastly the puckishness
of nature playing with man.
We first see Frost's attitude of the mountains as against
men in "The b ountain" wherein an old man tells a stranger v/hy
their population is so sparse, "We were but sixty voters last
election. We can't in nature grow to many more; that thing
takes all the room'."^ Then, too, Frost's own observation,
"The mountain held the town as in a shadow."^ The old timer
is almost bitter about it as he describes the village and its
boundaries to the visitor. "You can drive round it and keep
in Lunenburg, but it's as much as ever you can do, the
boundary lines keep in so close to it, Kor is the township,
and the township's Hor— He also speaks of having lived in
1. Frost, Robert; Collected Poems ; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Tree At Ky Window;'' pp 318.
2. Ibid. "The Kountain;" pp. 56, 57, 56, 59.

that village ever since "Hor was so big." He had grown up
beside it and had seen its movements against him and his
neighbors, crowding out the people and raking the town
smaller and smaller.
We next run across this theme in a poem called "The
Birthplace," but in this case we see it in a little more of
a humorous light. It is a story of how a farmer brought up
his family on a mountain slope, "The mountain seemed to like
the stir, and made of us a little while-," 1 but later on it
seems that "The mountain pushed us off her knees. And now
her lap is full of trees." Nature pushes out humanity to
make room for more nature.'
Another specific example of this idea is seen in Frost's
most recent volume, A Furthur Hang
e
, the poem being "On Taking
From the Top to Broaden the 3ase," in which the author dares
the old and squat "pyramid" to roll down just one more stone
if she can, "Your top has sunk too low, your base has spread
o
too wide, for you to roll one more stone down if you tried."
But the old and worn mountain took up the challenge quickly
and "none was left to prate of an old mountain's case that
still took from its top to broaden its base." And so we see
that this was not just a passing idea with Frost because he
chose it as a background for one of his more important long
l". Frost, Robert; Collected Poems; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "The Birthplace;" ?. 339.
2. Ibid. "On Taking From the Top to Broaden the Base;"
P. 389.
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narratives in one of his early volumes, and continued to
produce poetry in this line of thought even to his most recent
edition.
Frost expresses this friendly antagonism between man and
nature in another way, that is, in roan's reaction to the
elements of snow, rain, wind, etc. One of his early poems,
"Storm Fenr" shows this quite well in the lines,
"Vifhen the wind works against us in the dark,
And pelts with snow
The lower chamber window on the east."-1-
This theme is also used as the background for one of his long
narratives, "Snow," in which a minister goes out to buck a
blizzard against the advice of his wife and his neighbors.
They are afraid of what the storm might do to him. He is not
afraid, he says, "Our snow-storms as a rule aren't looked on
as man-killers." And so he went out to fight the storm, which
delayed him and made the going tough, but did not kill him,
and he got home safely. In other cases the storm throws
down a tree in our path, but as Frost says, it is not to bar
"our journey's end for good, but just to ask us who we think
we are." And this seems to be just the attitude that Frost
has been trying to get across about the rivalry between nature
and humanity
—
just to stop us in our tracks for a while and
make us reconsider that we are not all that we think we are.
T. Frost"7 Robert: Collected Poems ; Lew York; Kalcvon
House; 1939; "Storm Fear;' 1 P. 13.
2. Ibid. "Snow;" P. 188.
3. Ibid. "On a Tree Fallen Across the Road;" P. 296.

It is nature playing with human nature just as it does with
the weather, especially New England weather which Frost so
ably expresses in "Two Tramps in Mud Time." V/e are so cocky
in predicting that it will be such a nice day all day. Frost
says,
"The sun was warm but the v/ind was chill.
You know how it is with an April day
When the sun is out and the wind is still,
Your one month on in the midd] e of Kay
But if you so much as dare to speak,
A cloud comes over the sunlit orch,
A v/ind comes off a frozen peak,
And you're two months back in the middle of March*
It is just nature proving to man that although he has come a
long way in this world, he is still not the last word, and
his apple cart can be easily upset by almost anything that
nature has in store.
The elfish type of inner-action between nature and man
is seen paricularly in the following poems: "Mending Wall,*1
"For Once Then Something," "Gold Hesperidee," and "Wild
Grapes." In "Mending V.all" v/e see nature poking fun at the
conservative farmer who insists on having walls around his
farm although there is seemingly no need for them. He won't
go back on his philosophy that "Good fences make good neigh-
bors,"^ but something that doesn't love a wall works against
him so that each spring he has to go out and rebuild his fort-
ifications. It is the working of the elements throughout the
Tl Frost, Robert; Collected Poems; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Two Tramps in Mud Time; 11 P. 357.
2. Ibid. "Mending Wall;" P. 47.
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winter that "Spills the upper boulders in the sun; and makes
gaps even two can pass abreast .".. .Something there is th t
doesn't love a wall that wants it down.""*' In "For Once Then
Something" the author tells of looking into a well and seeing
or thinking that he saw something deeper than just a reflect-
ion of the sky in it, but whatever it may have been was lost
to him forever because "one drop fell from a fern, and lo, a
ripple shook whatever it was lay there at bottom, blurred it,
blotted it out." 2 thus showing how just a little thing like
the drop of water from a fern can keep something from man.
In "Gold ^esperidee" we see a more practical, a more earthy
example of this. Square Matthew Hale was nursing a young
grafted apple tree along in its tender years and was deter-
mined to pick the luscious fruits before the wind could get
a chance to make them a mere windfall. He kept a careful
watch on the tree all the time, and when the time came for
him to get his reward for all his pains and care, he found
that nature had played a mean trick on him by doing what he
had been guarding against all the tire, '/"hereupon he took
off his Sunday hat and jumped up and down on it, afterwhich
he realized that he had been doing a sinful thing in wor-
shipping the apple tree. It was just nature having some fun
with the farmer, but at the some time bringing him to his
1
.
Frost
,
Robert; Collected Poems; New York; Halcyon
House; 1939; "Mending .'all;" P. 47, 48.
2. Ibid. "For Once Then Something;" P. 276.

senses
.
"Wild Grapes" is another example of nature saying "who
do you think you are" to man. In it a boy bends a birch
tree down so that his sister can grab it and hold on to it,
but as she says, "I said I had the tree. It wasn't true,
The opposite was true. The tree has me. The minute it v/as
left with me alone it caught me up as if I were the fish and
it the fish pole." It was as if the birch tree had sensed
the confidence of the young people in taming it and bringing
it down to earth so to speak, and decided to show them that
two could play that game.
These few illustrations are sufficient, I think, to
point out this element in Frost's poetry, and whether it is
an important one or not, it is interesting to see how the
idea 'works out; how Frost lets nature put man in his place.
1
.
RoberT, Frost; Collected Poems ; New York; ialcyon
House; 1939; "Wild GrapesT"

CONCLUSION
Robert Frost portrays the nature and humanity of New
England rural life equally realistically. Most of his poetry
results in a blend of the two elements, with humanity seeming
to be more important on the surface, but with external nature
winning out in the last analysis as the more permanent,
remaining when man passes on out of this world, and always
acting as a "fair opponent" against man.

ABSTRACT
Robert Frost has been called the interpreter of New
England, but he might also be called the interpreter of
nature and humanity as a whole, for his poetry shov/s that he
is a close observer of both nature and people, and that he
portrays their fundamental elements. Possibly it is because
his poetry is so basic that the critics can't accept it as
such and continue to seek some dark and hidden meaning, and
as a result sometimes distort the real meaning.
Frost writes lyrics, fantasies, and character portrayals
and always uses meter. But it is a very flexible meter,
conversational in tone. He uses colloquialisms rather than
dialects to portray the New Englander.
Most criticisms of Frost result in general commentaries
on his classic poems like "Mending Wall" and "The Death of
the Hired Man." Untermeyer and Lowell emphasize his
pastoralism; Sidney Cox has his "original ordinary man1 theory;
J. S. Vvilson thinks that he is the only true American poet;
Kremborg calls him definitely Yankee; and Munson calls him
a pure classical poet. Thus since there isn't much detailed
critical material on Frost it is better for purposes of study
to look at Frost's poetry itself.
Frost uses Nature to a great extent in his poetry, and
of course it is the nature of New England. Through his close
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observations of nature Frost shows his deep love for it but
never comes right out ana sings its praises. He always
portrays nature in a friendly light, never seeing it in
anything cruel. His descriptions tend to be earthy and of
the soil and yet he sometimes reaches high aesthetic peaks
particularly in the "Death of the Hired Man." In his lyrics
and fantasies Frost shows his interest in Mature throughout
his poems on the seasons, flowers, fruit, the moon, the stars,
the sky, animals, and particularly in rural scenes. In his
character portrayals he uses nature to set off his characters.
His characters are usually rural anyway, their background
being that of rural New England. His descriptions are not
just pretty pictures but tanged of the soil. He shows what
he has observed of farm life, almost a glorification of the
common place, for he would rather be just a plain New
Hampshire farmer, not afraid of nature nor a runaway from
it eitherj and it is the setting of the New Hampshire farmer
in particular and the New Knglana farmer in general that he
portrays with so much realism.
Frost is also an interested observer of people, and as
a result there is a great thread of humanity running through-
out his poetry. He has a keen interest in people and their
troubles as seen in his character portrayals, for he is
always sympathetic towards people, never caustic, bitter or
harsh. He has an excellent power of creating characters that
i

fairly breathe because of their superb characterization. In
his lyrics and fantasies Frost also shows his keen human
interest, for he is sad to find aeserted houses and any
lessening of the population. He wants life to go on, and he
is perfectly content just to be an interested spectator
watching life drift by.
We have now seen Frost's use of nature and humanity in
general but there is also a suggestion of a friendly rivalry
between nature and man in his poetry. Nature is never
portrayed as being vicious against man, or working against
man at all times, but there is an interplay between man and
nature, which more or less amounts to the reaction of people
to nature's processes. Some people are afraid of nature, but
Frost would hate to be that as he says in "New Hampshire."
In Frost's works three main themes regarding this
question of nature vs. humanity are seen. The first is that
of the mountains encroaching on the territory of man, making
their bases larger and larger as they grow older, thus taking
more land away from the villages surrounding them. Then there
is the theme of man's reactions to the elements of rain, snow,
storms, etc. Frost seems to think that such things in nature
are not meant as cruelties to mankind, but rather just as a
reminder to man that he is not all he thinks he is, that he
is not the last word. It is nature saying to man "who do
you think you are," And lastly there is the elfishness of

nature as seen in the way it does little things that hinder
man from doing what he wants to do. A slight breeze maites
windfalls out of prize apples, a birch tree swings a girl
up to heaven instead of letting her bring it down to earth.
These incidents are just nature poking fun at man and
pricking his bubble of overconfidence ; and it is interesting
to see Frost let nature put man in his place.
To conclude, Robert Frost's poetry is a blend of
realistic portrayals of New England nature and humanity with
more emphasis on external nature which in the last analysis
is more permanent and can still interfere with man's highly
mechanized world*
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